SOMOS EL CUERPO DE CRISTO/
WE ARE THE BODY OF CHRIST

Refrain: \( \text{(} \frac{1}{4} = \text{ca. } 112) \text{ All} \)

So - mos el cuer - po de Cris - to.      We are the body of Christ.

hemos o - fi do el lla - ma - do; we've an - swered “Yes,” to the call of the Lord. (*Oh!)

We com - e to bring the good news to the world.

Cantor

3. Que world. (*Oh!)

*Add after Verse 2 (optional).
Verses

**Cantor**

1. God is revealed when we love one another.
   Bring ing the light of God’s mercy to others,
2. Putting an end to all discrimination,
   All are invited to feast in the banquet,
3. Stopping abuse and relieving hunger,
   Serving each other we build up the kingdom;

**All**

1-3. We are the body of Christ.
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